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We show how model he king pro edures for di erent kinds
of in nite-state systems an be formalized as a generi onstraint-solving
pro edure, viz. the saturation under a parametri set of inferen e rules.
The pro edures an be lassi ed by the solved form they are to ompute.
This solved form is a re ursive (automaton-like) de nition of the set of
states satisfying the given temporal property in the ase of systems over
sta ks or other symboli data.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
In the large body of work on model he king for in nite-state systems (see e.g.
[2{12, 15, 17, 20, 21, 24{26, 31{33℄), we an distinguish two basi ases a ording
to the in nite data domain for the program variables. In the rst ase, we have
pushdown sta ks or other `symboli ' data implemented by pointer stru tures.
These data are modeled by words or trees, and sets of states are represented by
word automata or tree automata. In the se ond ase, program variables range
over reals or other numeri data, and sets of states are represented by arithmeti
onstraints. A ordingly, the respe tive model he king pro edures operate on
automata or on arithmeti onstraints. Whereas they are essentially xpoint
pro edures based on the prede essor or the su essor operator in the se ond ase,
they seem to require ad-ho reasoning te hniques in the rst ase. In this paper,
we show how all these pro edures an be formalized as one generi onstraintsolving pro edure, viz. the saturation under a parametri set of inferen e rules;
the pro edures an be ompared by the solved form they are to ompute.
We will use onstraints ' (su h as x = y + 1 over the domain of reals or
x = a:y over the domain of words) in order to form Constraints  (su h as X =
fx j 9y 2 Y : x = y + 1g or X = fx j 9y 2 Y : x = a:yg).1 A spe i ation of a
transition system by a guarded- ommand program, together with a spe i ation
of a temporal property by a modal - al ulus formula, translates e e tively to
a Constraint  su h that the intended solution of  is the temporal property
(i.e., the value of a variable X of  is the set of states satisfying the property).
Model he king for the transition system and the temporal property amounts to
solving that Constraint . Solving  means transforming  into an equivalent
Constraint 0 in solved form.
In ea h Constraint solving step, a dire t onsequen e under a logi al inferen e
rule is added as a onjun t to the Constraint (\saturation"). When no more new
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Notation: onstraints ' are rst-order, Constraints  are se ond-order.

onjun ts an be added, the Constraint is in solved form. This generi model
he king pro edure is parametrized by the set of inferen e rules.
The purpose of the solved form of a Constraint is to exhibit its set of solutions;
te hni ally, this means that known (and algorithmi ally more or less pleasing)
tests for emptiness and for membership are appli able. (Stri tly speaking, the
test of the membership of the initial state of the system in this set is still part
of the model he king pro edure.)
We an ompare the two ases of `symboli ' vs. numeri data stru tures by
the two basi ases of solved forms. The solved form is a re ursive de nition of
sets of states in the rst ase, and a non-re ursive de nition (viz. a symboli
state enumeration) in the se ond ase.
Our uniform de nition of model he king and the lassi ation a ording
to solved forms allows us to ontrast the two ases with ea h other. Model
he king over the reals is `harder' than over the words in the sense that solving a
Constraint  over the reals means `eliminating the re ursion'. For example, the
Constraint X = fx j 9y 2 X : x = y +1g[f0g gets transformed into in its solved
form X = fx j x  0g; however, the Constraint X = fx j 9y 2 X : x = a:y g[f"g
is already in solved form (representing the set a? of all words a:a : : :a in luding
the empty word "). The rst Constraint arises from the CTL formula EF(0) and
the program onsisting of the loop with the one instru tion x:=x-1, the se ond
from the CTL formula EF(") and the program with pop(a,x).
Our te hni al setting uses on epts from logi programming. In order to address the reader who is not familiar with those on epts, we will rst onsider
two on rete examples of in nite-state systems and use them to illustrate our
approa h (Se tions 2 and 3). We then generally hara terize the temporal property of a system in terms of a solution of a Constraint  (Se tion 4). In our
formalization of the model he king pro edure, the rst step in the design of
a on rete pro edure is to de ne the solved form of a Constraint; we give a
generi de nition and its two instan es orresponding to symboli and numeri
systems, respe tively (Se tion 5). The se ond step is to instantiate the parameter
of the generi Constraint-solving pro edure, namely the set of inferen e rules,
for on rete examples of in nite-state systems (Se tion 6).

2 Finite Automata as In nite-State Systems
We will rephrase well-known fa ts about nite automata in order to illustrate
our notions of onstraints ' and Constraints  and the orresponden e between
a spe i solution of  and a temporal property.
The notion of onstraints '. A nite automaton is given essentially by a nite
edge-labeled dire ted graph G . Some nodes of the graph G are marked as initial
and some as nal. We will write Q = f1; : : :; ng for its set of nodes and 
for its set of edge labels. The graph de nes a transition system. The states are
pairs hi; xi onsisting of a node i and a word x (i.e. x is an element of the free
monoid  ? over the alphabet  ). The edge hi; a; j i from node i to node j labeled
by a de nes the following state transitions:
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state hi; xi an take a transition to state hj; y i if x = a:y holds.

The formula x = a:y is an example of a onstraint ' (over the variables x and y ).
The onstraint is satis ed by words x and y if the rst letter of x is a, and y is
obtained from x by removing the rst letter.
We note that a nite automaton de nes a spe ial ase of an in nite-state
transition system where ea h exe ution sequen e is nite (in nite with self-loops
on hi; "i). This view will be useful when we extend it to pushdown systems in
Se tion 3.
The notion of Constraints . It is well known that a nite automaton an be
asso iated with a regular
S system of equations, whi h is a onjun tion of equations
of the form pi = [" [ ℄ ::: a:pj where the union ranges over all edges hi; a; j i from
node i to node j ; the `empty word' " is a member of the union if the node i is
marked nal.
A regular system of equations is an example of a Constraint  (over the
variables p1 ; : : : ; pn ). Its variables range over sets of words. Being interested in
the least solution, we an it equivalently as the onjun tion of the following
(superset) in lusions:

pi  a:qi
pi  "

(for ea h edge hi; a; j i);
(if the node i is marked nal):

We next introdu e a synta ti variant of the in lusion pi
expli it the role of onstraints:

 a:qi

that makes

pi  fx 2  ? j 9y 2  ? ( x = a:y; y 2 pj )g:
Identifying sets and unary predi ates, we write the above in lusion in yet another
synta ti variant, namely as a lause of a onstraint data base or onstraint logi
program:2
pi(x) x = a:y; pj (y):
This notation leaves impli it the universal quanti ation of the variables x and y
for ea h lause. Thus, the only free variables in the lause above are the set
variables pi and pj . An in lusion of the form pi  " translating the fa t that the
node i is marked nal an be written as a spe ial ase of lause alled fa t :

pi(x)

x = ":

Solutions of Constraints  and Temporal Properties. The orresponden e between the least solution of a regular system of equations and the language re ognized by a nite automaton is well known. If we note [ pi ℄ the value of the set
variable pi in the least solution of the regular system (viz. the Constraint ),
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The lose relationship between a lause p(x)
: : : and an in lusion p  : : : underlines the fa t that the \predi ate symbols" p in lauses stand for se ond-order
variables; they range over sets of (tuples of) data values.
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then the re ognized language is the union of all sets of words [ pi ℄ su h that the
node i is marked initial.
The set [ pi ℄ onsists of all words a epted by the nite automaton when
starting from the node i. Now, we only need to realize that a eptan e is a
spe ial ase of a temporal property, namely the rea hability of an a epting
state whi h is of the form hj; "i for a nal node j :

x 2  ? is a

epted from node i 2 Q i

hi; xi !? hj; "i for a

nal node j:

We introdu e a ept as the symbol for the atomi proposition that holds for
all a epting states. Then, the temporal property is spe i ed by the formula
EF(a ept ) in the syntax of CTL, or by the formula X: (a ept _ 3X ) in the
syntax of the modal - al ulus. We an now rephrase the above orresponden e
as the following identity between the value [ pi ℄ of the variable pi in the least
solution of the Constraint  and the temporal property:

x 2 [ pi ℄

i

hi; xi 2 EF(a

ept ):

(1)

In Se tion 4, we will generalize this orresponden e (whi h holds also for other
systems than just nite automata, other temporal properties than just rea hability, and, a ordingly, other solutions than just the least one).

3 Pushdown Systems
In the previous se tion, we have shown that a temporal property orresponds to
a spe i solution of a Constraint  for a spe ial example. In that example, the
Constraint  that is asso iated with the given transition system and the given
temporal property is already in what we de ne to be the solved form. There is no
reasonable way to simplify it any further; the tests for emptiness or membership
are linear in the size of  (we arry over the standard algorithms for automata).
In ontrast, in the ase of pushdown systems to be introdu ed next, the
asso iated Constraint  is not in solved form. The purpose of this se tion is
to illustrate that model he king for pushdown systems (in the style of e.g. [6,
21℄) is done by solving , i.e. by bringing  into an equivalent solved form. Our
example temporal property is again rea hability.
If we view the word x in the se ond omponent of a state hi; xi of the transition system indu ed by a nite automaton as the representation of a sta k,
then ea h edge hi; a; j i de nes a pop operation (at node i, if the top symbol is a,
pop it and go to node j ). It is now natural to extend the notion of transition
graphs by allowing edges that de ne push operations (at node i, push a on top
of the sta k and go to node j ). Formally, the edge hi; !a; j i from node i to node j
labeled by a together with \!" de nes the following state transitions:
state hi; xi an take a transition to state hj; y i if a:x = y holds.

In ontrast with the previous ase, in nite exe ution sequen es are possible in
the more general kind of transition system.
4

We extend the notion of regular systems of equations a ordingly. Ea h
edge hi; !a; j i orresponds to an in lusion of the form

pi  fx j 9y 2  ? ( a:x = y; y 2 pj )g

whi h we will write equivalently as the lause

pi(x)

a:x = y; pj (y):

p(x)
q(x)

)
q(x) ` p(x)
r(x)

The new kind of lause ontains onstraints of a new form (the letter a is appended to the left of the variable x appearing in the head atom).
As before, ea h edge hi; a; j i translates to a lause pi (x) x = a:y; pj (y ). If
we are again interested in the rea hability of a epting states de ned as above
(wrt. a given set of nodes marked nal), we translate ea h marking of a node j
as nal to a lause pj (x) x = " (we say that these lauses express the atomi
proposition a ept ).
The Constraint  whose least solution hara terizes the temporal property
EF(a ept ) in the same sense as in (1) is formed of the onjun tion of the two
kinds of lauses translating pop resp. push edges of the transition graph, and of
the third kind of lauses expressing the atomi proposition a ept .
We do not know of any algorithms for the tests for emptiness or membership that apply dire tly to Constraints ontaining the three kinds of onjun ts.
We now de ne the solved form of a Constraint  as the smallest onjun tion
ontaining all onjun ts of  and being losed under the two inferen e rules
below.
9
p(x) a:x = y; q(y) >
=
q(x) q0(x)
> ` p(x) r(x)
q0(x) x = a:y; r(y) ;
(2)

r(x)

We note that the rst of the two inferen e rules is obtained by applying logi al
operations to onstraints ' over the logi al stru ture of words. The onjun tion
of the two lauses p(x)
a:x = y; q(y) and q(y) y = a:z; r(z) (the se ond
lause is obtained by applying -renaming to the lause p(x)
a:x = y; q(y)
with the universally quanti ed variables x and y ) yields the lause

p(x)

a:x = y; y = a:z; r(z):

The logi al operations that we now apply are: forming the onjun tion of onstraints (here, a:x = y ^ y = a:z ), testing its satis ability and transforming it
into the equivalent onstraint x = z .
Given a Constraint , we de ne the Constraint 0 as the part of  without
onjun ts of the form pi (x) a:x = y; pj (y ) (i.e. without the lauses that translate push edges). If  is in solved form, then the least solution of  is equal to
the least solution of 0 (as an be shown formally). Hen e, the tests of emptiness
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or membership for the least solution of  an be restri ted to the Constraint 0 .
The onjun ts of 0 are of the form pi (x) x = a:y; pj (y ) (translating edges of
a nite automaton) or pj (x) x = " (translating the marking of nal nodes)
or p(x) r(x) (translating \"-transitions of a nite automaton); thus, 0 orresponds to a nite automaton with "-transitions (for whi h linear algorithms
are again well known).
The model he king pro edure for pushdown systems is simply the Constraint
solving pro edure that we de ne as the iterative addition of new onjun ts obtained by the inferen e step above (until no more new onjun ts an be added).
The ubi omplexity bound for this pro edure, whi h an be des ribed by
inferen e rules, an be inferred dire tly using the te hniques of M Allester [27℄;
these te hniques work by transferring known omplexity bounds for dedu tive
database queries.
Atomi Propositions spe i ed by Regular Sets. It should be lear by now how we
form the Constraint  orresponding to the temporal property EF(ap L ) where
the atomi proposition ap L is given by a family L = (Li )i2Q of regular word
languages Li   ? for ea h node i 2 Q; the atomi proposition holds for all
states hi; wi where w 2 Li (the atomi proposition a ept is the spe ial ase
where all languages Li onsist of the empty word "). Ea h set Li is re ognized
by a nite automaton with the set of nodes Qi su h that Q \ Qi = fig and Li
is the set of all words a epted from node i (all nodes di erent from i are new).
We translate the nite automaton into a Constraint i su h that value of the
variable pi in its least solution is Li (all other variables are new). We now form
the Constraint  as the onjun tion of all lauses translating pop and push edges
of the transition graph of the pushdown system and of all Constraints i .
Automata and Guarded Command Programs. The purpose of Se tions 2 and 3is
to onvey the intuition behind the general framework through two on rete examples. Sin e the general setting uses guarded ommand programs, we need to
relate those with transition graphs of nite automata. An edge hi; a; j i from
node i to node j labeled a spe i es the same transition steps as the following
guarded ommand:

z = i; head (x) = a [℄ z := j; x := tail (x)
The guarded ommand program obtained by the translation of a transition graph
has the program variables z (ranging over the nite set Q of program points)
and x (ranging over words denoting the sta k ontents).
The guarded ommand above an be represented in another form, where
primed variables stand for the value of the variable after the transition step.
Here, the guard onstraint (z; x) and the a tion onstraint (z; x; z 0 ; x0 ) are
logi al formulas (we indi ate their free variables in parenthesis; the variable y is
quanti ed existentially at the outset of the guarded ommand).

z| = i; {zx = a:y} [℄ z| 0 = j;{zx0 = y}
z;x)

z;x;z ;x )

(

(
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0

0

In the setting of Se tion 4, the guarded ommand will be translated to the
onjun t p(z; x) z = i; x = a:y; z 0 = j; x0 = y; p(z 0 ; x0 ) of the Constraint ;
here p is a generi symbol for the (only one) variable of . This translation is
equivalent to the one given in Se tion 2, in the sense that pi (x) is equivalent
to p(i; x).

4 Temporal Properties and Constraints



Given a spe i ation of a transition system (possibly with an in nite state spa e)
in form of a guarded ommand program P and of a temporal property in form of
a modal - al ulus formula , we will onstru t a Constraint  whose solution
(least, greatest or intermediate, a ording to the quanti er pre x of ) is the
temporal property.
The program P is a set of guarded ommands [℄ ; the free variables of the
guard onstraint are the program variables x1 ; : : : ; xn ; its existentially quantied variables may be `shared' with the a tion onstraint whi h is a onjun tion
of equalities x0 = e(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) with an expression e for ea h program variable x
(we omit any further formalization). We use x for the tuple x1 ; : : :; xn .
The formula  onsists of a sequen e of quanti ers X or X applied to
a set of de larations of the form X = Æ , where the language of expressions Æ
is de ned as follows. We assume the usual restri tions for the ( losed, wellformed) formula  in positive normal form (negation is pushed to the atomi
propositions; as usual, we lose the set of atomi propositions under negation).

Æ

ap

j X _ X j X ^ X j 3X j 2X
1

2

1

2

The Constraint  is de ned as the onjun tion of the following lauses, where pX
is a new symbol for a variable of  (for ea h X o urring in ).

8 p (x) ap
9
for X = ap
in ;
>
>
X
>
for X = X _ X in ; i = 1; 2 >
< pX (x) pX (x)
=
for X = X ^ X in ;
  > pX (x) pX1 (x); pX20(x)
X = 3X 0 in ; [℄ in P >
>
>
: ppXX ((xx)) V; 8;: :p:X j(;x )j ; pX (x ) for
;
0
for
X
=
2
X
in

j
V
In the last kind of lause, the onjun tion j ranges over all guarded ommands
of the program P ; the primed variables in ea h guarded ommand are renamed
i

1

2

1

2

0

0

j

apart (from x0 to x0j ; the renamed version of [℄ is j [℄ j ), and the universal
quanti er ranges over all variables other than x and xj .3
We assume that the quanti er pre x of  is 1 X1 : : : m Xm where i is either  or  ; i.e., the formula is of the form

   X : : :m Xm fXi = Æi j i = 1; : : :; mg:
1

3

1

The universal quanti ation in the body of lauses goes beyond the usual notion
of Horn lauses that is used in related approa hes (see e.g. [14, 16, 18, 23, 29℄). It
is needed when su essor values an be hosen nondeterministi ally. The dire tonsequen e operator T is still de ned.
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Then, the free variables of the Constraint  form the tuple hpX1 ; : : : ; pXm i, and
a solution of  an be represented as a tuple hS1 ; : : : ; Sm i of sets of states (states
are value tuples hv1 ; : : :; vn i for the program variables hx1 ; : : :; xn i).
The intended solution h[ pX1 ℄ ; : : : ; [ pXm ℄ i of  a ording to the quanti er
pre x of  is de ned as the xpoint of the logi al onsequen e operator T ,

h[ pX1 ℄ ; : : : ; [ pX ℄ i
m

=

 pX1 : : : mpX T(hpX1 ; : : :; pX i):
1

m

m

In order to de ne alternating xpoints, we reformulate the usual logi al onsequen e operator for onstraint logi programs as a xpoint operator T over
tuples hS1 ; : : : ; Sm i of sets of states (see also [13℄); its appli ation is de ned by
T(hS1 ; : : : ; Smi) = (hS10 ; : : :; Sm0 i) where

Sj0 = fhv ; : : : ; vni j  [ pX1 (S ) [ : : : [ pX (Sm) ` pX (hv ; : : : ; vni)g:
Here, pX (Sk ) stands for the onjun tion of formulas pX (hw ; : : :; wn i) where
hw ; : : : ; wn i 2 Sk (we always impli itely use the identi ation of sets and unary
predi ates pX ). The symbol ` here refers to one single step of logi al inferen e
(the modus ponens rule, essentially). When using lauses with onstraints '
1

1

j

m

k

k

1

1

1

(here, onjun tions ^ of guard and a tion onstraints), the inferen e step is
taken wrt. the logi al stru ture for the spe i
onstraints (the domain of reals,
the monoid of words, et .). The alternating xpoints are well-de ned due to our
assumption that  is well-formed; we omit any further formal details.
Theorem 1. Given a spe i ation of a transition system in form of a guarded
ommand program P and of a temporal property in form of a modal - al ulus
formula , the set of all states satisfying the temporal property is the value [ pX1 ℄
of the variable pX1 under the solution of  spe i ed by the quanti er pre x of .
Proof. The proof works by a logi al formulation of the onstru tion of an alternating tree automaton as in [1℄, expressing the next-state relation used there
by the rst-order onstraints ^ that orrespond to the guarded ommands.
These onstraints are inserted into the tree-automaton lauses (see Figure 1)
without hanging their logi al meaning; the lauses are then transformed into
the form as they o ur in ; again, one an show this transformation logi ally
orre t.
[℄
Rea hability for Guarded Command Programs. As an example, we onsider the
most simple (and pra ti ally most important) temporal property, i.e. rea hability, whi h is spe i ed by the CTL formula EF(ap ) or the modal - al ulus
formula
9
8
< X =X1 _ X2; =
  XX1X2 : X1=ap ;
:
X2=3X ;
Given  and a guarded ommand program P whose program variables form the
tuple x, we form the Constraint

9
8
< pX (x) pX1 (x) =
  : pX (x) pX2 (x) ; [ fpX2 (x)
pX1 (x) ap
8

; ; pX (x0) j

[℄

in Pg

Following Theorem 1, we dedu e that the set of states satisfying the temporal
property  is the value [ pX ℄ of the variable pX under the least solution of .
The least solution is the xpoint pX pX1 pX2 T (hpX ; pX1 ; pX2 i)).
Equivalently, the value [ pX ℄ is de ned by the least solution of 0 (de ned as
pX T (pX )), where 0 is a simpli ed version of  de ned by
0

0  fpX (x)

ap g [ fpX (x)

; ; pX j

[℄

in Pg:

Inevitability. The greatest solution of the Constraint

00  fpX (x)

ap ;

; ; pX j

[℄

in Pg

is the property de ned by the CLT formula EG(ap ) or the modal - al ulus
formula X fap ^ 3X g, whi h is the dual of the simplest ase of a liveness
property, namely inevitability.
Clark's ompletion. The onjun tion of all lauses p(x)
body i de ning the
predi ate p is, in fa t, only a synta ti sugaring for the formula that expresses
the logi al meaning orre tly, namely the equivalen e (here, the existential quanti ation ranges over all variables but the ones in x)

p(x) $

_
i

9 : : : body i :

The two forms are equialent wrt. the least solution. The greatest solution, however, refers to the se ond form with equivalen es (the so- alled Clark's ompletion ), or, equivalently, to the greatest xpoint of T . All intermediate solutions
are de ned by intermediate xpoints of T .

5 Solved Forms for Constraints 
We rst give a general de nition of solved forms (for all ases of data stru tures)
that is only parametrized by a sub lass of solved-form lauses. We will then
instantiate the de nition by spe ifying on rete sub lasses for the two basi
ases of data stru tures.
The idea behind solved-form lauses is that they form a fragment of monadi
se ond-order logi (over the respe tive data stru tures) for whi h pro edures
implementing tests for emptiness and membership are available. Note that it
makes sense here to admit also pro edures that are possibly non-terminating
(but hopefully pra ti ally useful); e.g., one may trade this possibility with a
termination guarantee for the onstraint solving pro edure.

De nition 1 (General Solved Form). Given a lass of solved-form lauses,
a Constraint  is said to be in solved form if it is equivalent to the Constraint 0
that onsists of all solved-form lauses of .

As always, the equivalen e between Constraints  and 0 refers to the solution
spe i ed by a given xpoint (least, greatest, . . . , possibly alternating).
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p(x)
p(x)
p(x)
p(x)
p(x)
p(x)
p(x)

x = a:y; p(y)
x="
x = f (y; z); q(y); r(z)
x=a
x = f (y; z); y = z; q(y); r(z)
q(x); r(x)
:q(x)

strati ed

: : : pq : : :
Fig. 1.

nite automaton (on words)
tree automaton
\equality on brother terms"
alternation
negation
\weak alternating"
automata with parity ondition

Automaton lauses and orresponding notions of automata

De nition 2 (Solved Form (1) for Words). The lass of solved-form lauses

de ning the solved form of Constraints
lauses of one of the three forms:

 for systems over words

onsists of all

p(x) x = a:y; q(y);
p(x) x = ";
p(x) q(x):
In Se tion 2, we have seen that the lass of lauses de ned above orresponds
to the notion of a nite automaton. (As noted in Se tion 4, we an write these
lauses using a generi predi ate symbol p, i.e. writing p(i; x) instead of pi (x).)
Generally, we say that a lass of lauses (then alled automaton lauses )
orresponds to a given lass of automata if ea h Constraint  onsisting of
su h lauses an be translated into an equivalent automaton in the lass (i.e.
su h that the re ognized languages and the values under the spe i solution of
the Constraint  oin ide). This kind of orresponden e holds between several
notions of automata and their ` orresponding' form of automaton lauses (see
Figure 1). In ea h ase, one an de ne a new lass of solved-form lauses.
We have usually in mind automata on nite words or nite trees, but one an
onsider also in nite obje ts (e.g. in order to model y li pointer stru tures),
terms in algebras other than the tree algebra, ertain forms of graphs et ..
The results in [13℄ imply the orresponden e between xpoints and a eptan e onditions for Constraints  over words and trees; i.e., every alternating
xpoint spe ifying a solution of a onjun tion of Horn lauses orresponds to a
spe i a eptan e ondition (on in nite runs, i.e. based on the parity ondition )
for the ` orresponding' automaton over words resp. trees. Thus, if  is in solved
form, algorithms implementing emptiness and membership tests are known.
The orresponden e between xpoints and a eptan e onditions for Constraints  generalizes from the domain of words or trees to any onstraint domain. However, emptiness and membership are unde idable for (any interesting
sub lass of) re ursive Constraints  over the reals (i.e. with onjun ts of the
form p(x) '; p(x0 )), even if we onsider the least solution only.
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This leads to the following de nition of non-re ursive solved-form lauses.
The de nition means that the solution of a Constraint in solved form (2) is
essentially presented as a nite union of in nite sets of states, these sets being
denoted by onstraints ' (whose free variables form the tuple x = hx1 ; : : : ; xn i).

De nition 3 (Solved Form (2), for Reals). The lass of solved-form lauses
de ning the solved form of Constraints  for systems over reals onsists of all
lauses of the form (where ' is a onstraint over reals)

p(x)

':

De nition 3 is parametri wrt. a given notion of onstraints '; it an be reformulated for other domains su h as the integers or the rationals. The free variables
of the onstraints ' orrespond to the program variables; some program variables (the ontrol variables) range over a nite domain of program lo ations; we
an hoose that domain as a nite subset of the onstraint domain. We have
in mind linear or non-linear arithmeti onstraints over the reals or over the
integers, as they are used in model he kers for network proto ols with ounters,
timed, linear-hybrid or hybrid systems, et .. The lass of onstraints is losed
under onjun tion and existential quanti ation; it may or may not be losed
under disjun tion. It omes with a test of satis ability (\j= 9x '(x) ?"), entailment (\j= '(x) ! '0 (x)?") and satisfa tion for a given tuple of values of the
onstraint domain (\j= '(v1 ; : : : ; vn ) ?").

6 Solving Constraints 
A Constraint solving pro edure an be de ned generi ally wrt. to a given set of
inferen e rules: iteratively add dire t onsequen es as onjun ts; start from the
Constraint  onstru ted for the model he king problem (viz. for the program P
and the temporal formula ); terminate when no more new onsequen es an
be inferred. It is part of the inferen e system to spe ify whether `new' refers to
the semanti s of all of  or the semanti s or the syntax of one of the onjun ts
of .
Thus, a model he king pro edure is spe i ed by a set of inferen e rules.
These de ne transformations of onstraints into equivalent onstraints (as always
in this text, equivalen e refers to the intended solutions).
The soundness of the model he king pro edure holds by de nition. The
ompleteness (the solution of the subpart 0 ontains already the solution of the
solved form of ) is trivial for the inferen e rule (3) given below for systems over
reals. It requires more intri ate reasoning in the ase of the inferen e rule (2) for
pushdown systems.
A possible alternative to ensure ompleteness is to he k whether the solvedform lauses subsume all the other ones. To our knowledge, this alternative has
not yet been explored in pra ti al systems.
In the remainder of this se tion we show that one an express the main ideas
of the model he king pro edures for di erent examples of in nite-state systems
by means of inferen e rules (the parameter of our generi pro edure).
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In Se tion 3, we have seen the set of inferen e rules (2) for pushdown systems.
In the ase of more general temporal properties (e.g. expressed with nested
xpoints), the inferen e rules must be extended to memorize the priority of the
xpoint operator for the `eliminated' predi ate q ; this memorization te hnique
is des ribed in [13℄. The solved form is here an alternating Rabin automaton
with "-transitions. Applying known results for those automata, we obtain the
omplexity result of [33℄ in a dire t way.
In passing, we observe that the model he king problem for the sub lass of
nite-state automata viewed as in nite-state systems (with pop operations only)
has the same omplexity.
Real-Valued Systems. The set of inferen e rules that a ounts for the symboli
model he king pro edure for system over reals or integers (based on ba kward
analysis) onsists of the following rule. (Forward analysis is a ounted for di erently; see e.g. [22, 18℄).

)
; ; p(x0 ) ` p(x)
'

p(x)
p(x)

'[x0 =x℄; ;

(3)

The appli ation of the inferen e rule in ludes the test of satis ability of the
onstraint '[x0 =x℄ ^ ^ . Note our onventions about notation: onjun ts in
lauses are separated by ommas; the onstraint '[x0 =x℄ is obtained by renaming the tuple x (of free variables of ') to x0 (re all that the free variables in the guard onstraint and the a tion onstraint form the tuples x
and hx1 ; : : : ; xn ; x01 ; : : : ; x0n i , respe tively).
Meta-Transitions. The ultimate goal of a onstraint solving pro edure is to
add enough `interesting' onjun ts, i.e. onjun ts forming the part 0 whi h is
relevant a ording to the de nition of a solved form (i.e., the part to whi h
the emptiness or memberships tests refer). Other onjun ts may be inferred and
added, however, in order to a elerate the inferen e of `interesting' onjun ts. To
give a simple example, the guarded ommand z = `; x  0 [℄ z 0 = `; x0 = x + 1
(an in rement loop for the integer variable x at the program lo ation `) orresponds to the lause

pX (z; x)

z = `; x  0; z0 = `; x0 = x + 1; pX (z; x0):
(4)
lause (where the variable k is impli itely existentially

This lause entails the
quanti ed in x0 = x + k )

pX (z; x)

z = `; x  0; z0 = `; x0 = x + k; pX (z; x0):

(5)

Boigelot [2℄ uses Presburger arithmeti in order to derive guarded ommands
alled meta-transitions orresponding to lauses su h as (5). One appli ation of
the inferen e rule (3) to the lause (5) yields a lause that subsumes all lauses
obtained by its appli ation to the lause in (4) in an in nite iteration.
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Queue Systems. A system with one queue is similar to a pushdown system in
that a dequeue operation orresponds to a pop operation and, hen e, an be
translated to a lause of the same form (for better legibility, we return to our
notation of Se tion 3). A guarded ommand spe ifying an enqueue operation,
however, is translated to a lause with the onstraint x:a = y expressing the
on atenation to the right of the word x modeling the queue ontents.

p(x)
p(x)

x = a:y; q(y)
x:a = y; q(y)

(dequeue):
(enqueue):

Model he king for systems with queues is a topi of ongoing resear h; see e.g. [2,
3, 7℄. One possible (quite insuÆ ient) inferen e rule is

9
x:a = y; q(y) >
=
x = a:y; r(y) > ` p(x)
;
x="

p(x)
q(x)
r(x)

x = ":

This rule an be generalized to any set of lauses spe ifying a nite automaton
that a epts only words ending with the letter a (here, q10 ; : : : ; qn0 are new).

9 8
>
p(x)
>
>
>
>
>
>
= < q0 (x)
`>
x = bn :y; qn(y) >
>
>
qn0 (x)
>
x = a:y; r(y) >
:
>
qn0 (x)
;
x="

p(x) x:a = y; q (y)
q (x) x = b :y; q (y)
1

1

qn (x)
qn(x)
r(x)
1

..
.

1

1

1

1

x = y; q0 (y)
x = b :y; q0 (y)
1

2

..
.

1

2

x = bn :y; qn0 (y)
x="
1

This s hemati inferen e rule is used by Boigelot and Godefroid (see [2, 3℄).

7 Related Work and Con lusion
Sin e a xpoint equation is a onstraint over sets of states, the existen e of a
hara terization of a temporal property by a se ond-order Constraint is not surprising. Our hara terization (in Theorem 1) using lausal syntax with rst-order
onstraints seems to be the rst one, however, that is useful for symboli model
he king (where `symboli ' refers to rst-order onstraints) for a very general
lass of (nondeterministi ) in nite-state systems. The hara terization holds for
the full modal - al ulus and for arbitrary guarded ommand programs and is
thus more general than in related approa hes [1, 16, 14, 18, 19, 21, 23, 29℄ (see also
Footnote 3). In the ase of nite-state systems,  is the alternating automaton
onstru ted by Kupfermann, Vardi and Wolper [1℄ in a logi al formulation; we
generalize that onstru tion and its extensions for pushdown systems [21℄ and
for timed automata [19℄.
We have formalized model he king as a generi onstraint-solving pro edure
that is parametrized by logi al inferen e rules. This allows us to lassify the two
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basi ases by the solved form, and to express the main ideas of model he king
pro edures on isely.
Our formalization provides a formal support for proving a model he king
pro edure orre t (by he king soundness and ompleteness of the inferen e
rules, possibly employing proof-theoreti (as opposed to graph-theoreti ) te hniques) and for analyzing its omplexity (e.g. by writing the inferen e rules
as bottom-up logi programs and applying synta ti riteria as suggested by
M Allester [27℄; see e.g. [20℄).
Regarding future work, we note that the emptiness test or the test whether
an initial state hv1 ; : : :; vn i is a member of [ pX ℄ (in the notation of Theorem 1)
an be implemented by applying a refutation pro edure to the onjun tion of the
formula :9xpX (x) (or of the formula :pX (hv1 ; : : : ; vn i), respe tively) with the
Constraint . This is related to the pro edures e.g. in [14, 26, 28, 32, 30℄. Hybrid
forms ombining that pro edure and the one given in Se tion 6 and the relation
to ordered resolution have to be explored.
A knowledgement. We thank Harald Ganzinger for dis ussions and for his suggestion of a general solved form, and Giorgio Delzanno and Jean-Mar Talbot
for omments.
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